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Contact Lenses (CLs) are regulated medical devices in the European Union (EU)
Contact lens materials and solutions are safe. They are regulated by EU Directives and the Health
Authority in each member state; generally they are also FDA approved (USA).
CLs are labelled prescription (Rx) only, so they are not available as “free-sale” or over-the-counter
(OTC) devices: they must be dispensed by a qualified professional,i as stated in the EU Regulation
on Medical Devices.ii They are generally classified in the EU market as Class IIa medical devices
(≤30 days). Only eye care practitioners (e.g. opticians, optometrists, ophthalmologists) are licensed
to dispense CLs in the EU (there are minor differences between regulations of different member
States).
With professional advice, CLs can be used at any age, from newborns to the elderly. Contact lenses
can be fitted for many eye and vision conditions as an alternative to eyeglasses/spectacles or
refractive surgery. There are some eye conditions, for example keratoconus, where contact lenses
provide superior vision correction and where they may be the only useful option.
There are approximately 120 million CL wearers globally; with around 40 million in USA and 25
million in Europe. Therefore, CLs are a high volume, widely used device. This means that if a
problem occurs, such a huge number of wearers will generate a significant number of cases, even if
the problem is rare. For this reason all the following steps are important: special pre-market
evaluation by manufacturers (when required), regular eye-check by professionals, correct wear and
use by wearers, post-market vigilance by professionals.
CLs and other methods to correct refractive errors
Refractive anomalies (or defects of the eyeiii) are common: about 60% of population need refractive
correction to see well. The following can be used to correct refractive errors:
1) eyeglasses/spectacles,
2) contact lens or
3) refractive surgery (including laser vision correction).
Spectacles are by far the most used device, followed by CLs and then refractive surgery. No method
can really “cure” any errors, instead each one optically compensates for the defects. Methods can be
used together, e.g. spectacles and CLs; spectacles or CLs after refractive surgery.
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The method of refractive correction is an individual choice determined by individual needs and
preferences, lifestyle, environment, job etc. .
CLs are frequently misused
It should be obvious that the misuse of any kind of medical device, including CLs, could give rise to
problems and risks. Unfortunately, CL wearers don’t always manage their CLs correctly: lack of
compliance with proper use of CLs is rated at 40% to 90%iv. Most of the problems with CLs are
caused by improper use.v
Common misuses of CLs are:
(1) lack of proper cleaning and disinfection,
(2) prolonged wearing time (time the CLs stay on the eye), exceeding the advice given by
manufacturers and eye care professionals,
(3) prolonged use (length of time before discarding CLs), exceeding the advice given, e.g. reuse of
daily disposable CLs.vi vii
Certain conditions can expose the wearer to increased risk. Some wearers have a personal
propensity to take risks, based on their lifestyle. “Approximately 99% of contact lens wearers
reported at least one risk behavior ever for eye infections or inflammation”viii and the most “risky
wearers” are young males.ix x
Useful, free advice on safe CL use is available from the Love your lenses campaign by UK General
Optical Council.xi Similar advice can be found at the American Optometric Association.xii
Water and CLs
It is very important not to use any kind of water with CLs. Neither tap water nor drinking waterxiii
are suitable for rinsing or storing CLs: this “water” can contain micro-organisms that infect the eye.
If you want to swim or take a shower with CLs on, then the use of goggles is recommended to avoid
water entering your eyes. You should remove CLs immediately after any contact with water. The
most suitable CLs for swimming are daily disposable contact lenses, removed immediately after
swimming.
Solutions for CLs
Specific solutions for CLs are necessary to look after reusable CLs. It is important to use cleaning
and disinfecting solutions as directed by your eye care professional. Don’t change one solution for
another that seems similar, without the advice of a professional, as the active agent and formulation
of “similarly named” CL solutions could be very different. Solutions are not required for daily
disposable (single-use) CLs: they are discarded after use.
Correct management and periodic check of eye, vision and CLs are necessary
The wearer of CLs can enjoy the good vision that CLs allow by following some important advice:
•
•
•
•

single-use CLs should always be discarded after use,
always clean and disinfect reusable CLs before and after use,
follow advice on appropriate and safe wearing time,
ensure safe storage and handling of CLs

A CLs wearer can contribute to a safe wear by carrying out a daily check on vision, comfort, and the
appearance of their eyes.
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However, a do-it-yourself check by the wearer alone is not enough, as subtle initial signs of a
problem may be missed. Each wearer may react differently to the use of CLs, so they must be
checked regularly by professionals to ensure the best outcome: usually a yearly check is sufficient,
but a professional may advise more frequent checks if necessary. Initial signs observed by a
professional could prevent discomfort or problems in the future.
Each optician and/or optometrist within the EU that dispense CLs should offer post-market
surveillancexiv as part of the Medical Device Vigilance System. This means every CL wearer has a
place to go for a regular check or if they have a problem. Contact the optician or optometrist that
fitted your CLs as soon as possible or your ophthalmologist if your CLs are part of a medical
therapeutic plan.
CLs on-line?
Some CLs can be purchased on-line in the EU, even it is not fully clear which limitations apply.
However, if you buy CLs on-line be careful because:
1. CLs can be misbranded, not sterile or even counterfeitxv or present some other problems.xvi
2. Both the wearer and the CLs must be checked by a professional on a regular basis, as stated
before, even if you have purchased the CLs on-line and even if you already know how to insert
and remove CLs.
3. Each wearer needs to be checked for post-market events. On-line commerce is not yet clearly
regulated/controlledxvii. So, if you buy CLs on-line, you don’t have a place to go if you experience
complications.
All of CLs need the same care and professional eye-check
Cosmetic CLs (e.g. for theatrical use, fancy dress, cosplay, etc.) are no different to other CLsxviii: they
need to be cleaned and disinfected on a regular basis, discarded after the planned use and must be
dispensed and/or fitted under the supervision of a professional.
CLs and Coronavirus/SARS-CoV-2/COVID-19 risks
During 2020 the World Health Organization (WHO) declared the COVID-19 pandemic.xix In many
countries the service provided by opticians and optometrists is classed as a necessity. No specific
contraindications to CL wear or spectacles in relation to COVID-19 have been given by either the
EU or National Authorities thus far. Scientific evidence sources suggest that wearing CLs does not
affect the risk profile of a wearer, provided the correct procedures on handling, cleaning and
disinfection are strictly followed: “there is currently no evidence that [the wearers] are at any
higher risk of developing COVID-19 infection than non-wearers.”xx
However, the widely accepted advice is that CLs should not be worn if the person is sick.xxi
Professionals are conscious of many factors about the wearing of CLs and SARS-CoV-2 virus
emergency:
1) Eyes contribute to the spread of virus because hands touch many surfaces and can pick up
viruses. Once contaminated, hands can transfer the virus to your eyes, nose or mouth”xxii
highlighting the risk of contaminated hands.
2) It has been suggested (without scientific data) that wearers probably touch their eyes more
frequently when wearing CLsxxiii and therefore it is particularly important to follow proper
care when wearing CLs.xxiv
3) Hand hygiene is a critical issue: a CLswearer must wash and dry hands prior to touching any
CL, both in standard care and in an emergency setting.
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4) CL wearers can have a tendency to not be fully compliant and skip necessary hygiene
steps.xxv
5) Wearers who buy CLs on-line (without professional control) are 3.8 times more likely to
forget their aftercare schedule.xxvi
6) The “ocular transmission of COVID-19 is uncertain”, given no SARS-CoV-2 virus detected in
tears, “suggesting a low risk of ocular transmission.”xxvii Another paper considers that there
could be a chance that the virus could be detected in tears and conjunctival secretions,xxviii
and single case-reports claim caution.xxix
7) Hydrogen Peroxide disinfecting solutions are also effective against viruses xxx and
preparations take effect in minutes on SARS-CoV-2 virus.xxxi
8) Other useful factors to consider: despite anecdotal reports, conjunctival congestion seems
rare,xxxii nevertheless a “first case” of keratoconjunctivitis (associated with respiratory
symptoms) has linked to COVID-19.xxxiii
All factors taken in consideration, professionals could consider switching CL wearers to
disposable/single-use CLs in planned replacement (monthly), or suspend CLs extended wear,xxxiv or
switch wearers to spectacles, on the base of specific condition and needs of the wearer.
However, many wearers use CLs as their preferred refractive correction and/or must use CLs in
their work setting and/or CLs is the only device for their vision problem.
The situation with regard to COVID-19 is fluid and dynamic and must be continuously monitored.
On this topic, optical and optometric centers have specific needs,xxxv and show some analogies to
pharmacies.xxxvi xxxvii The Centers of Disease Control are continually providing updated advices.xxxviii
xxxix
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